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CC Pace Wins $5M Prime Contract from Export-Import Bank of 
the United States 
 
 

October 29, 2015 (Fairfax, VA) - The Export-Import Bank of the United States (EXIM) has 

awarded CC Pace a multi-year prime contract with a total value of $5 million.  The tasks 

covered under this contract will provide professional Information Technology (IT) services 

for quality assurance testing and production support for the maintenance and sustainment 

activities for the EXIM Online (EOL), Master Data Management (MDM), and Application 

Processing System (APS) Replacement systems and their associated infrastructures.  

CC Pace has deep knowledge of EXIM’s business processes, systems, and lending 

programs as a result of prior engagements at the Bank over the past 3 years. Quality 

assurance is an extremely important part of the software development lifecycle. CC Pace 

approaches this vital requirement from an Agile perspective and believes the goal of 

quality assurance is to make sure the expectations of the customer are fully met by 

monitoring the output of the development team, as well as the integration and deployment 

of systems. Our quality assurance engineers and testers do far more than just write test 

cases and execute them manually, they are experienced Agile team members who use Agile 

engineering techniques to ensure a successful delivery. 

 Commenting on this most recent award by EXIM, David Patton, Director of CC Pace’s 

Federal Practice said, “We are very pleased that EXIM continues to demonstrate full 

confidence in CC Pace’s ability to deliver quality IT services and valued business 
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consulting expertise over the years that we have been their trusted partner.  We look 

forward to continuing this ongoing relationship for many years to come.”  

The Export-Import Bank of the United States established in 1934 is the official export 

credit agency of the United States. EXIM is an independent, self-sustaining Executive 

Branch agency with a mission of supporting American jobs by facilitating the export of 

U.S. goods and services.  

CC Pace is a 35 year old IT consultancy and recognized thought leader in Agile software 

development, Lean-Agile process improvement and Agile project management. CC Pace 

has been using Agile software development techniques for over 15 years on projects for our 

clients, in both the public and private sector. Headquartered in Fairfax, Virginia, CC Pace 

is a privately held company, serving both commercial and Government clients. 

 

 
 

Related Links:   

www.ccpace.com 

www.exim.gov 
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